
More Democrat bosses CAUGHT ON TAPE
Secretly Taped Audio Reveals Steny Hoyer
Pressuring Progressive Candidate To Leave
Race And Support The Party Choice. Well well
well!

Steny Hoyer Caught On Tape Trying To Rig Colorado House Race!

The DNC and RNC are criminal enterprises.

This recording needs to spread far and wide!

From The Intercept:
Progressive candidate Levi Tillemann met with Congressman Steny
Hoyer, the No. 2 Democrat in the House of Representatives, to
make the case that the party should stay neutral in the Colorado
primary and that he had a more plausible path to victory than the
same centrism that the Republican incumbent had already beaten
repeatedly.

Hoyer, however, had his own message he wanted to convey:
Tillemann should drop out.

In a frank and wide-ranging conversation, Hoyer laid down the law
for Tillemann. The decision, Tillemann was told, had been made
long ago. It wasn’t personal, Hoyer insisted, and there was nothing
uniquely unfair being done to Tillemann, he explained: This is how
the party does it everywhere.

Tillemann had heard the argument before from D.C. insiders and
local Democratic bigwigs, all of whom had discouraged him from
challenging the establishment favorite. The only difference was
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that for this conversation, the candidate had his phone set to
record.

This needs to be shared EVERYWHERE… STENY HOYER
needs to step down NOW!

In a frank and wide-ranging conversation, Hoyer laid down the law for
Tillemann. The decision, Tillemann was told, had been made long ago.
It wasn’t personal, Hoyer insisted, and there was nothing uniquely
unfair being done to Tillemann, he explained: This is how the party
does it everywhere.

“Yeah, I’m for Crow,” Hoyer explained. “I am for Crow because a
judgment was made very early on. I didn’t know Crow. I didn’t
participate in the decision. But a decision was made early on by the
Colorado delegation,” he said, referencing the three House Democrats
elected from Colorado.

“So your position is, a decision was made very early on before voters
had a say, and that’s fine because the DCCC knows better than the



voters of the 6th Congressional District, and we should line up behind
that candidate,” asked Tillemann during the conversation.

“That’s certainly a consequence of our decision,” responded Hoyer.

“Staying out of primaries sounds small-D democratic, very intellectual,
and very interesting,” said Hoyer. “But if you stay out of primaries, and
somebody wins in the primary who can’t possibly win in the general,”
the Maryland representative said, citing the surprise victory of
Democrat Doug Jones over Republican Roy Moore in the Alabama
Senate election, “I’m not saying you’re that person.” But staying out of
primaries, he argued, is “not very smart strategy.”

 


